
It’s super simple.
LunaRich, the epigenetic superfood,  
now comes in a Super Pack making it  

simple to become Super You.

you to super you!
Get started: 

reliv.com/superpack
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Power Up With the LunaRich® Super Pack!

Reliv’s Dynamic Duo:  
Your Epigenetic Superheroes

Reliv Now combines LunaRich, the first epigenetic  
superfood, with a balanced array of protein, vitamins, 
minerals, phytonutrients and antioxidants

LunaRich X™ delivers the world’s most concentrated  
form of bioactive lunasin, a naturally occurring soy  
peptide and the key to LunaRich’s effectiveness

Reliv Now is your nutritional fuel; LunaRich X is your 
epigenetic accelerator. Take at least one shake and two 
capsules daily for optimal health today and smart  
prevention for tomorrow.

Real Results: In a University of Missouri study the  
combination of Reliv Now and LunaRich X showed  
the potential to support weight loss, heart health  
and metabolic wellness. 

Learn more at reliv.com/nowlrxstudy.

The pack: Four cans of Reliv Now®, two 120-count bottles  
of LunaRich X™ and two shaker cups

The plan: A four-month supply of cutting-edge nutrition 
and the chance to save money

The possibilities: Your key to building a lucrative Reliv  
business — starting today!

GOOD

BETTER

EVEN BETTER

BEST

The LunaRich Super Pack gives you smart, convenient options to  
start a LunaRich health program and launch your own Reliv business.

Retail Super Pack   $3.17/day  

Distributor Super Pack   $2.38/day – save 25%

Distributor Double Pack    $2.22/day – save 30%

 Prices reflect one Reliv Now shake and two LunaRich X capsules per day and  
 do not include tax or packaging & handling.

As a Distributor, you can also sell product to customers at a profit.  
And if you really want to make some money…

MA Super Pack  

1. You get:  nine Super Packs at 35% off *  
 PLUS a 10th one FREE — limited time offer
2. Keep one for you, help nine other people get started
3. Earn $500 - $1000+ right away

* Once you achieve Master Affiliate (MA) status, you can order your next MA 
Super Pack — and all Reliv products — at 40% off.

That’s just the beginning. The Super Pack gives you a built-in way to 
keep product moving through your business. And as a Reliv Master  
Affiliate, that means bonuses, trips, rank advancements and residual 
income for life!


